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RicoKaty Perry is a dual citizen, and both of her parents are British. So, when she announced her new album Witness, the album
artwork -- made by British illustrator and animator Gareth Jones -- definitely set the stage for the most British of pop tunes.
Jones, whose work includes illustrations for The Book Thief, Absolutely Fabulous and the Buffy the Vampire Slayer spinoff

Dollhouse, has designed all the artwork for Witness. The debut single from the album is "Roar," and the album itself is due to be
released on Feb. 14. Despite her success, the 32-year-old still gets recognized as a Brit, but admits she gets embarrassed by it. "I
don't mind talking about my home country and being asked where I'm from, but I get very embarrassed about actually being a
Brit," she told the Guardian. "I don't know why, but there's a little part of me that feels that way. I feel very good about it, but
I'm from America." Perry actually said she was planning on having Jones design the album artwork for her last album, Prism.
She originally wanted Adam Lambert to design it, but the Grammy winner had just started dating fellow pop starlets Britney

Spears and Taylor Swift. The single from Perry's new album is "Roar," which was written with Norwegian songwriters. She said
that she has never really listened to any Britney or Madonna records. "But I like Shirley Bassey," she said. The single has

received some criticism, with fans saying that it sounds too much like Britney Spears' "Gimme More." That's not what Jones
intended, he says. "Katy and I wanted to have a kind of unspoken truth that we've been having to tell each other about
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